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Introduction

It is over 50 years ago since Moser urged health pro-

fessionals to seek a better understanding of those dis-

eases that appeared to have emerged from the effects

of treatment (Moser 1956). However, the investigation

of preventable harm stemming from the failure of

intended actions is rather a more recent issue. The

Harvard Medical Practice Study (HMPS), conducted

by Brennan and Leape, was published in two consec-

utive landmark papers (Brennan et al. 1991, Leape

et al. 1991); and following further studies of medical

error and adverse events using similar methodologies,

the first influential policy document centred on medical

error in the USA (Institute of Medicine 1999) was

released. Patient safety soon became a priority in

several developed countries and is now at the forefront

of the Department of Health�s policy agenda. In order

to advance the importance of learning from error, and

largely drawing on the work of Reason (1990, 1997),

the publication of An Organisation with a Memory

(Department of Health 2000) first spelt out the nature
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Aim Describe, discuss and critically appraise human error theory and consider its
relevance for nurse managers.

Background Healthcare errors are a persistent threat to patient safety. Effective

risk management and clinical governance depends on understanding the nature of

error.

Evaluation This paper draws upon a wide literature from published works, largely

from the field of cognitive psychology and human factors. Although the content of

this paper is pertinent to any healthcare professional; it is written primarily for

nurse managers.

Key issues Error is inevitable. Causation is often attributed to individuals, yet

causation in complex environments such as healthcare is predominantly multi-

factorial. Individual performance is affected by the tendency to develop prepacked

solutions and attention deficits, which can in turn be related to local conditions and

systems or latent failures. Blame is often inappropriate. Defences should be con-

structed in the light of these considerations and to promote error wisdom and

organizational resilience.

Conclusion and implications Managing and learning from error is seen as a priority

in the British National Health Service (NHS), this can be better achieved with an

understanding of the roots, nature and consequences of error. Such an under-

standing can provide a helpful framework for a range of risk management activities.
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of error, its roots and consequences to the British

National Health Service (NHS).

Several papers have been dedicated to a specific

analysis of human error theory to understand the pro-

cess of causation. Reason (2000) has addressed some of

the key principles in a summary overview of the topic,

which was followed by other more comprehensive

papers from medical practitioners such as Pani and

Chariker (2004) and psychologists such as Parker and

Lawton (2003). Although the content of this paper is

similarly pertinent to any healthcare professional; the

concluding comments will identify the specific relevance

for nurse managers who frequently find themselves

instrumentally involved in clinical governance.

First, the concept of error will be introduced before

describing human error theory. Second, the complexity

of errors, the notion of multiple causation and error

defences will be discussed. The perennial issue of blame

will be appraised alongside a brief critique of human

error theory. Medication and other errors along with

incident reporting will be used throughout to illustrate

the various concepts. Finally, the relevance of the pre-

vious content to nurse management will be summarized

before drawing a conclusion.

The concept of error

The word �error� is commonly associated with individ-

ual misgivings, for example, �to see the error of one�s
ways� implies that a person has engaged in some

wrongdoing. In computing and other more technical

domains, it is used in relation to the failure of �systems�,
yet elsewhere the word still stimulates pejorative con-

notations for any individuals involved. To appreciate

the concept of error, a historical grounding is advisable.

In 1620, Francis Bacon proposed that the human

mind assumes far more order and regularity in the

world than it should – perhaps the origin of subsequent

theories which has strongly suggested that the memory

is biased towards over-generalization (Norman 1988).

Of course this is not a completely counterproductive

state, as it would be impossible to store a mental library

of completely individualized memory files specifically

allocated to each and every experience. That said, it

points towards some of the initial assumptions about

accident causation, that there is a human component

and that human memory and other thought processes

are implicated.

Greenwood and Woods (1919) carried out the first

statistical studies of accident proneness. They hypoth-

esized that certain individuals experienced accidents

because of a particular susceptibility, which was

attributable to their personalities. It has since been

demonstrated that the context of their work had a clear

bearing on their conclusions (Lawton & Parker 1998).

Greenwood and Woods� report, submitted to the gov-

ernment of the day, was not based on studying men at

their physical peak – but on very young or old men who

were operating machinery with ever-increasing speeds

in repressive high-risk conditions, against the clock.

Their findings conveniently supported a potent strategy

for many factory managers: dismiss those workers who

were thought to be inherently flawed while ignoring any

responsibility for providing safe working conditions.

However, the researchers discounted that their findings

were based on self-reporting and thus did not include all

those individuals who suffered accidents but did �not�
report; furthermore the level of risk exposure in the so

called �accident prone groups� was ignored (Lawton &

Parker 1998). Findings of this kind probably helped lay

the foundations for focussing blame on those proximal

to the error, or what is known as the �sharp end�
(Reason 1997, p. 10, Reason 2000, p. 768). Reason

(1974) refined these early theories by looking at what

were subsequently termed �accident repeaters� yet found

little consistency of pattern; in short, those who might

have a flurry of accidents may then become accident

free or vice versa. A theory arose that accidents might

depend on a combination of factors and circumstances.

Moreover, there was no normal distribution of accident

rates; they differed according to the experience of

individuals, the nature of their work and numerous

other environmental factors. The premise emerged that

situations rather than individuals are error-prone –

recently evidenced by the repeated cases of wrong route

vincristine injections in the UK (Reason 2004).

Focussing on the cognitive processes that predispose

to error, but in combination with an explicit acknowl-

edgement of organizational, environmental or systems

factors, there has been a shift from blaming individuals

towards an acceptance of the inevitability of error.

Reason in particular has applied this theory to health-

care (Reason 2000, 2004) and strongly influenced the

British Department of Health�s (Department of Health

2000) policy perspective on medical error where a

string of high-profile incidents had demanded a fresh

approach to the issues – learning from incidents and

moving away from a disciplinary-centred policy.

Although sceptics might view the application of Rea-

son�s perspective to healthcare as ill fitting, where the

terrain is unpredictable as well as the patient (Vincent

2006), there is common ground with other sectors such

as the petro-chemical industry where organizational

structures and processes, as well as environmental
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pressures are often prominent in causation (West 2000).

Furthermore, error emanates from the very same cog-

nitive processes and behaviours that do not lead to error

(Vincent 2006), crystallizing the premise that �to err is

human� (Pope 1711). Error demands pragmatic defini-

tion which does not inappropriately personalize, Rea-

son has perhaps achieved this by proposing error is:

�the failure of a planned action to be completed as

intended – without the intervention of some

unforeseeable event; or the use of a wrong plan to

achieve an aim� (Reason 1990, p. 9).

The breadth of this definition has been described as

helpful by Rubin et al. (2003) who suggested it should

lead to high error capture, yet this is seen by others as a

potential weakness in a medical context (Kuzel et al.

2003), a point which will be revisited below.

Reason�s theoretical perspective actually shares

common ground with previous work by Norman

(1981, 1988) on errors in action, Perrow (1984) on

normal accidents, Rasmussen and Jensen (1974),

Reason (1990), on levels of human performance and

reliability, and Weick (1987) on high-reliability orga-

nizations. The combined work of Norman and Reason

has allowed the categorization of what are invariably

automatized cognitive phenomena which illuminate

the usually covert, intrinsically human �process� of

error. Norman�s position has been developed through

empirical research (Norman 1981), whereas Reason

has then synthesized the available knowledge of indi-

vidual factors �with� system factors, examining their

relationship so as to expose the way in which some-

times apparently robust defences are breached. This

position underlines the complexity of error, and the

difficulties in identifying causation which will be dis-

cussed further. This perspective is sometimes called

�human factors� (Vincent 2006, p. 25). After Parker

and Lawton (2003), it will be referred to here as

human error theory.

Error and mental performance

There are two prominent models of mental performance

which facilitate the analysis of human error: the first

splits performance into three levels, often depending on

the performer�s prior experience and the situation in

which they find themselves. The second highlights the

problems that can occur in planning or activating such a

performance (i.e. slips, lapses and mistakes). Rasmussen

and Jensen (1974) have stratified human performance

into three levels: skill-based, rule-based and knowledge-

based. The three levels are defined in Table 1.

Humans inherently default to pre-packed solutions

for actions, which increases the frequency of humans

engaging in skill-based or rule-based performances. Of

course this is not possible in a completely novel situa-

tion – which demands new and thus more demanding

thought processes. While all of the above performance

types could be used to carry out an action such as giving

a range of drugs to a newly admitted patient; as the

situation becomes more familiar, the need for knowl-

edge-based performance diminishes.

Norman (1988) analysed human tasks, heuristics (or

cognitive shortcuts) and error types, ultimately demar-

cating slips from (memory) lapses, and slips and lapses

from mistakes. The first two are errors of action (or

skill-based errors) and the third, errors of planning.

Table 2 provides summary definitions of each, which

are collectively described as active failures (Reason

1997).

Slips, lapses and mistakes: active failures

A slip is observable (Institute of Medicine 1999) and

unintended. For example, the nurse who does not notice

a �nil by mouth� sign hanging above a patient�s bed, and

while delivering breakfast to patients who can eat and

are on both sides of the fasted patient, then feeds them

all. Slips, not uncommon in busy environments, are

essentially errors in the human automation process

where there is no conscious control and the individual�s

Table 1
Three levels of human performance (Rasmussen & Jensen 1974)

Skill-based performance: cognitive pre-packed, structured thought
patterns govern action

Rule-based performance: cognitive, pre-packed, deterministic rules
govern action [If x = y, then x* = y*]

Knowledge-based performance: the solution is not pre-packed as the
presenting situation is novel and thus requires a novel thought
process for the action required

Table 2
Errors of action and planning: summary definitions (modified from
Reason 1990, p. 9)

Slip: a potentially observable error which results from failure in the
execution and/or storage stage of an action, regardless of the
original plan�s adequacy

Lapse: predominantly related to memory failure, a less observable
error which may only be apparent to the protagonist which also
results from failure of the execution and/or storage stage of an
action, regardless of the original plan�s adequacy

Mistake: a deficiency or failure in the judgemental or inferential
processes involved in selecting an objective or means of achieving
it, regardless of the outcome of any actions
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normal routine is disturbed, even although the original

mental plan is correct. Originally novel processes

become mastered through repetition and what were

individual, discrete actions become translated into one

coherent, integrated and �automatic� procedure

(LaBerge & Samuels 1974). Consequently, slips

potentially imbue all routine behaviours. They also tend

to take predictable forms (Norman 1981), and are more

likely to be experienced by experts rather than novices

(the latter being less able to automate), which has

implications for the familiar lay (and sometimes

professional) assumption about new staff being less

reliable. Experts are further compromised by the mental

storage of many more pre-programmed instructions (or

schemata) than their junior colleagues.

There are three other common types of slip. First, a

description error is where the correct action is carried

out but on the wrong subject/object (e.g. the anaesthe-

tist who provides a perfectly balanced general anaes-

thetic but on a patient who requires epidural

anaesthesia). Closely related to this is the associated

activation error where, for example, a nurse might

instantaneously but incorrectly silence an intra-venous

alarm system when the (similar) trigger alarm ring is

from a cardiac monitor. Finally, the loss of activation

error is exemplified by the operating room assistant

entering the anaesthetic room when s/he originally in-

tended to go to the recovery room, and then once inside

cannot remember why s/he is there until an environ-

mental trigger stimulates their memory. This type of slip

also intersects with a lapse. A lapse is simply forgetting

something, for example the nurse knows full well that a

patient requires analgesia at 4-hourly intervals but

forgets to provide the analgesia at the time required.

A third category of error is a mistake – an action

proceeds as planned but does not achieve its intended

outcome as the plan was wrong. Mistakes are of two

types: rule based or knowledge based (Reason 1990), a

perspective again informed by the previously mentioned

taxonomy of human performance (Rasmussen & Jensen

1974). In a rule-based mistake, the practitioner chooses

the wrong pre-packaged solution to a familiar problem

– be it owing to the wrong application of a correct rule,

or simply the wrong rule. For example, a nurse expects

a patient to administer his own insulin on time just as

other patients have when asked to do so, but the patient

does not and an omission error occurs. A knowledge-

based mistake is where a faulty solution is applied to a

novel situation; a junior doctor may decide he doesn�t
need to consult his formulary for a particular dose of a

previously un-encountered antibiotic but he chooses the

wrong dose through lack of information. The key

element is the decision, he has made a judgement but it

has not led to the desired outcome. Analysis of such

decisions unearth particular cognitive biases such as

availability bias (Kahneman & Tversky 1972) where

the most easily remembered facts – regardless of their

objectivity, may be the most influential in decision-

making. These biases also impact on the way in which

individuals report and analyse error (incident) reports.

Reason�s definition of error (Reason 1990), captures

both errors of action and planning in failing to achieve

an intended aim. Various situational factors may also

play a part such as; including unfamiliarity with the

task, time pressures, poor human/system interface, or

a designer/user mismatch (Vincent & Reason 1999,

p. 51).

Rule violations

Reason has discussed rule (procedural or protocol)

violations alongside active failures (Reason 2000, p.

768) – although, it is arguable as to whether they should

be associated with errors at all as they are described as

deliberate (or intentional) deviations from rules. Vio-

lations are thought to originate in psychosocial factors –

chiefly personal motives (Ajzen 1991), organizational

motives (Reason et al. 2001) rather than cognitive fac-

tors (Reason 1990, Lawton & Parker 1998, Parker &

Lawton 2006); and although deliberate, in relation to

medical error, any consequent adverse effects are almost

always unintended (Parker & Lawton 2003). The pro-

pensity for humans to violate is probably increased by

an unrealistic optimism about the relative risks (Radc-

liffe & Klein 2002) or more colloquially described as

the �it won�t happen to me� phenomenon. However, the

automaticity of thought previously discussed regarding

slips may also lead to an unconscious violation such as a

routine shortcut (Reason 1997, p. 210), and it is argued

here that some practitioners might break a protocol but

be ignorant of its existence, which would also be diffi-

cult to �strictly� classify as intended. There may be some

uncertainty concerning the status of violations in prac-

tices such as prescribing, for example Lesar et al. (1997)

concluded they cause little harm and are often

re-interpreted correctly by nurses without clarification.

Complexity of errors: multiple causes and
multiple defences

For Rasmussen (1990), errors are generally described as

part of a developmental or adaptive process, with

individuals frequently resorting to cognitive shortcuts

or heuristics to find the easiest way to complete a task.
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Yet despite some error types falling into recurrent pat-

terns such as increased interruptions leading to slips and

then omission errors (Allnutt 1987); human errors are

inherently unstable – largely because of the human

component but also the often complex and dynamic

context in which many humans operate (Rasmussen

1990, p. 454). Errors cannot be totally eradicated by

either system design or training – nor should they be –

precisely because they can be developmental

(Rasmussen 1990, p. 457). Furthermore, Hollnagel and

Amalberti (2001) have observed how human error is

also dependent on group dynamics. Indeed Rasmussen

(1997) has argued that humans will often move towards

the margins of safety to undertake a given task by

employing methods which may neither be the most

logical nor recommended, but reflect the social or

organizational norms that mould their practice.

The relationship between �normal� accidents and

modern technologies has been explored by Perrow

(1984) through examining complex organizations.

Perrow proposing that �tightly coupled� systems can

present enormously difficult challenges in establishing

accident or error causation; there is no crumple zone

when a collision (or error) occurs, and no space for

recovery. More importantly, Perrow proposes that

complex systems actually facilitate organizational

accidents (and errors), although this does �not� mean

systems are the cause of accidents. Rather they consist

of in-depth, interdependent multi-faceted defences and

can paradoxically, conceal errors from practitioners

and their managers (Reason 1997). In poorly designed

hi-tech systems they can actually trigger errors

(Clarkson 2007) – which may be especially pertinent to

electronic prescribing.

After major accident inquiries, the marine industry

has clearly demonstrated that errors are rarely caused

by single factors but the combination of several

(Wagenaar & Groeneweg 1987), as more recently has

the aviation industry, for example, the Kegworth air-

crash (see Smith 2000), and in healthcare, Wayne

Jowett (see Toft 2001). Slips, lapses and mistakes are

often elements in a �concatenation� (a series of inter-

connected things, New Oxford English Dictionary

2001) of various cognitive, socio-cultural and situa-

tional factors (Perrow 1984, 1999, Reason 1990, Weick

1991), the latter of which can eventually create what

Reason (1997) has described as �latent conditions�
(p. 10). Furthermore, while active failures can have a

direct impact on intended actions, they are unlikely to

have an enduring effect (Reason 1990, 1997). However,

contributory factors such as communication, teamwork

difficulties and lack of training are not uncommon

across many documented incidents (National Patient

Safety Agency 2005, p. 56).

Systems-based latent conditions are often persistent,

and as the word �latent� suggests, they are rarely

obvious. Gaps in supervision or shortfalls in mainte-

nance are typical examples but will nevertheless still,

somewhat like mistakes, originate in human decisions

but made at a �strategic� level (Reason 1990, p. 23). At

this level, quite different influences might exist –

stemming from dynamics such as �groupthink� (Janis

1972), but also from structural and cultural sources

such as production pressures (Vaughan 1996), or in

the NHS – bed capacity. Certain upstream decisions

can then lead to numerous error-producing factors

downstream. Reason (1990) uses a range of meta-

phors to describe how systems failures ultimately

manifest; the practitioner existing at the �sharp end�
delivers a sometimes multifaceted service but often

amid a range of �resident pathogens� each with

opportunistic triggers (Reason 1990, p. 197–8) and

awash with error traps. To successfully reduce the

likelihood of sustaining losses while contending with a

series of sometimes permeable and dynamic defences

requires both individual wisdom and organizational

resilience – related phenomena which will be discussed

further under defences. This perspective on the

inherent weaknesses in complex organizations and

their well intentioned but vulnerable in-depth defences

is illustrated by Reason�s Swiss Cheese model (see

Figure 1). The holes in the Swiss cheese slices dem-

onstrate the potentially porous nature of defences, be

they owing to latent conditions or active failures.

Importantly, the holes in the defences (or cheese slices)

will sometimes align to allow a hazard through, and

although these defences are not always porous, the

hazards are always present. There are then, two

approaches to error causation. First, the person

approach where there is a single focus on active fail-

ures or violations – stemming from a person(s) at the

sharp end, and often where legal compensation is

being pursued (Runciman et al. 2003). Second, there is

the systems approach where causal factors are traced

back into the whole system and remedial efforts are

directed at the human response to a situation, its

underpinning systems and associated defences.

The individual as a sole cause: blame

Attributing causation to systems is far more time-con-

suming than blaming an individual (Merry & Peck

1995, Reason 2000) – individual blame is also likely to

be less expensive than the inevitable systems overhaul if
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the latter is seen to be culpable. The risk of inappro-

priately attributing blame is considerable. In fact there

are three predisposing factors according to Runciman

et al. (2003a): failing to acknowledge error is part of

the human condition; a desire for compensation; and

the worse the degree of harm the greater the risk of

blame (Caplan et al. 1991). Indeed ostensibly impartial

experts are more likely to apportion blame when they

are removed from an immediate event, which has par-

ticular implications for managers reviewing reported

incidents outside their department.

If practitioners are successful in their actions, little

note is taken by onlookers. However, if unsuccessful –

without the intervention of some unforeseeable event –

they may find themselves, even if they have simply

inherited an environment replete with systems defi-

ciencies, in receipt of blame. The emphasis on inheri-

tance rather than instigation is underpinned by Reason�s
belief that errors are consequences and not causes

(Reason 1997, p. 126), although Reason attributes the

original idea to Woods et al. (1994). That it is easier to

blame an individual but much harder to change indi-

vidual behaviour compared with a system does not seem

to deter those who seek individual blame. A key ratio-

nale for blame is embedded in what Reason terms the

�illusion of free will� (Reason 1997, p. 127). This is

where an organization motivated to find an individual

responsible for a given error, believes that the freedom

of action s/he possesses means that the decision �they�
have had the freedom to make incurs direct responsi-

bility. Furthermore, from outside the organization, the

individual will be seen to not have got away with what

s/he naturally deserved, known as the �just world

hypothesis� (Reason 2000 p. 768, after Lerner 1970).

The obvious ramification of a blame culture is fear of

authority, which is unfortunately, likely to manifest in a

fear of incident reporting.

Alternatively, a �just culture� (Reason 1997, pp. 205–

213) is one where individuals receiving positive atten-

tion for safety conscious behaviours including report-

ing. Individuals are only blamed if there is specific

evidence of recklessness or negligence. The notion of a

just culture can be paralleled with Westrum�s notion of

a �generative culture� (Westrum 2004, p. 22) – encap-

sulating characteristics such as the promotion of an

excellent information flow and individual empower-

ment throughout the organization, and also undergird-

ing the Manchester Patient Safety Framework or

MaPSaF (2006) which is explained by Diane Parker in

this edition of the Journal of Nursing Management. The

casual reader may assume that Reason�s drive for a just

culture and his open scepticism about blame may be

indicative of a liberal stance on individual incompe-

tence, a stance that would be difficult to justify in a

NHS that has had to endure several major inquiries.

Perhaps Reason anticipated the potential charge of

being soft on the incompetent and countered this by

adding:

�Justice works in two ways. Severe sanctions for

the few can protect the innocence of the many�
(Reason 1997, p. 212).

Defences

With specific reference to health professionals, two

related means of defence against error have been pro-

posed: organizational resilience (Carthey et al. 2001),

and �error wisdom� for combating errors at the sharp

end (Reason 2004). Carthey et al. (2001) have argued

that organizations typically exist somewhere between

two extremes of maximum resistance and maximum

vulnerability to error – organizations must realistically

move towards increased resistance (rather than the

unrealistic error elimination) via three cultural drivers:

institutional commitment, competence and cognisance.

This should move the organization towards a state of

�collective mindfulness� (p. 31).

Losses

Hazards

Figure 1
The Swiss Cheese Model (Reason 1990, 1997, � Ashgate Publishing Ltd. Permission kindly granted to reproduce).
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Reason has contended that although risky and often

complex, health care in comparison to other inher-

ently risky types of work is a �very personal business�
(Reason 2004, p. 28), often lacking the moderation

capacity of automated safeguards. Assessing mental

preparedness is then the essence of error wisdom. The

error-wise practitioner who reduces but knowingly

does not entirely eliminate their propensity to err, will

assess their own ability to undertake a given

task, assess the environment, but also analyse the task

and assess its error potential (Reason 2000, 2004,

p. 33).

Finally, Leape (1994, p. 1856) has identified five

specific �mechanisms� that should be used to design out

error: reduced reliance on memory, improved infor-

mation access, error proofing, standardization and

training. The mechanisms collectively respond to some

of the inherent cognitive shortfalls above, that culmi-

nate in active failures. Certain innovations in contem-

porary healthcare have employed several of these

mechanisms in unison, such as the development of

protocols. From a related but different perspective,

Amalberti et al. (2005) have described five systemic

barriers to �ultrasafe healthcare�; in fact the barriers, like

Leape�s mechanisms, have a common relationship, here

at a socio-cultural level and about effective team

working. The barriers can also be paraphrased as

defences: limit the expectations and discretion of prac-

titioners; reduce professional autonomy, (and conse-

quently) shift from a hierarchical mindset to

professional equivalence; system leadership; and sim-

plification of professional rules and ways of working. It

is my observation that these approaches to defending

against error are not altogether common features of risk

management.

Critique of human error theory

Although there appears to have been an unconditional

adoption of human error theory by a number of policy

makers – it is open to criticism. Interestingly, Reason

performed several diary studies of error and followed

this with studies of driving errors and violations, but

many of his assumptions about systems have gone

untested, having been developed from evidence on the

causes of errors. Furthermore, some of the error man-

agement tools that were developed using this approach,

used by large organizations such as the Shell Oil

Company, have not been empirically tested (Lawton R.

(2006) Personal Communication with Senior Lecturer.

7.6.06. Institute of Psychology, University of Leeds).

Reason�s definition of error has also attracted cri-

tique, although error is defined as the �failure of a

planned action (or wrong plan) to be completed as

intended�, it has been argued by Kuzel et al. (2003) that

unintended patient outcomes – based on best intentions,

are not uncommon as a result of the variable nature of

illness, the treatment response and its limits.

The conceptual clarity of Reason�s Swiss cheese

model has also been questioned. When 159 volunteer

health professionals were asked about the utility and

meaning of the Swiss Cheese model (Perneger 2005),

they showed considerable inconsistency, a dominant

theme being an overemphasis on latent conditions or

systems factors to the neglect of active failures. Perneger

concludes by preferring the model of 1997, which

explicitly shows the differing concepts of organizational

and local workplace factors, as well as active failures

(see Figure 2).

Probably the most comprehensive appraisal of

error theory has been offered by Dekker (2006), a

Defenses 

Losses 

Causes 

Investigation 

Unsafe acts 

Local workplace factors 

Organizational factors 

Latent 
condition 
pathways 

Danger

Hazards 

Figure 2
Stages in the development and
investigation of an organizational
accident (Reason 1997, � Ashgate
Publishing Ltd. Permission kindly
granted to reproduce).
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psychologist and aircraft pilot. Dekker also proposed

that the Swiss Cheese model is likely to oversimplify

causation, the user perceiving it as linear and sequential,

suggesting a unilateral trajectory of causation from e.g.

Trust Board to the patient�s bed side. Dekker, however,

advocates an alternative systematic model (Hudson

et al. 1994, Hollnagel et al. 2006) as a much needed

advance. This model contends that error arises from a

socio-technical context. It has diverse roots including

normal as well as abnormal systems and human

behaviour; he adds that the various factors that con-

verge to give rise to an error are jointly sufficient. The

systematic model is grounded in what is collectively

known as the �New Look� (Woods & Cook 2003).

Relevance of human error theory to nurse
management

As the dominant health service culture, grounded in

medicine, is probably still reluctant to comfortably

acknowledge practitioners� infallibility, perhaps the

most essential philosophical point about understanding

error is accepting its inevitability.

A second step in the transition to a more error wise

culture is the recognition that the contribution from

those involved at the sharp end in a given error is likely

to be just one component of causation; probably only

jointly sufficient, in a concatenation of active failures,

local workplace factors, and latent failures.

Setting up robust defences should follow from a rec-

ognition of the multi-faceted, multi-factorial nature of

error causation. Aware that even the best defences can

be notoriously porous, managers – often with limited

resources – should consider defences based on the col-

lective mindfulness described earlier. That staff may

often be working in high-risk environments, without the

benefit of automated safety guards, and that some

defences themselves may be a key factor in errors

arising, are all notable considerations. Error theory can

also explode some of the commonly held myths that

surround causation, such as experts being less vulnera-

ble to errors than novices and that errors cannot be a

source of learning or developmental.

Error theory can provide a framework for incident

analysis and even feedback, alerting the manager to the

relatively common but often futile focus on individuals

at the expense of considering the individual�s behav-

iours in conjunction with the other factors discussed

above. Disappointingly, it would appear that nurses are

more susceptible to blame than other professional

groups, especially from their colleagues (Edmondson

1996, Armitage et al. 2007). An appreciation of error

theory might also help systematize the resultant action

taken. The tenets of error wisdom and organizational

resilience are particularly instructive in advancing error

prevention. Such a framework may also be helpful in

reviewing any changes to reduce the likelihood of sim-

ilar errors recurring as well as identifying priorities in

education and training or if more appropriate, personal

supervision. In summary, a knowledge of human error

theory should improve the clinical governance process,

and although the various examples of error analysis

here are largely related to acute care, human error

theory is applicable across all healthcare boundaries.

Conclusion

Error theory can shed much needed light on error cau-

sation and some of the many misunderstandings asso-

ciated with medical error. It also has practical

application to the management of risk and effective

governance. This paper has sought to illuminate the

principle elements of error theory, provide a range of

examples from clinical practice to explain some of the

more complicated ideas presented and summarize the

specific relevance of error theory to nurse managers.
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